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ABSTRACT

Human to human social communication in real-life is possible through different modalities like facial
expressions, speech and body poses. However, facial expressions plays important role while dealing with
human emotions in real-life than the other modalities. It is because facial expression provides non-verbal
data towards emotions. And also gives emotion of a person towards his goal. On the other hand, speech and
body poses are mostly language and culture dependent respectively which creates problem while detection
emotions of a person. Thus in order to deal with the above issues, this research work focused on facial
expressions instead other modalities. To improve detection performance of the system, proposed Relative
Sub-Image Based features is used. Support Vector Machine with radial basis kernel is used for
classification. Total six basic emotions (angry, sad, happy, disgust, boredom and surprise) are tested. From
experimental results, the proposed Relative Sub-Image Based features enhanced the classification rates than
the conventional features.
Keywords: Relative Sub-Image Based (RSB), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Human Computer
Interaction (HCI).
1.

INTRODUCTION

Usage of computers become so popular so that, it‘s
become part of daily life. Now days, computer is
become important object for every person. Because
of that, apart from traditional computation, Human
Computer Interaction (HCI) need to assist for every
customer so that they can feel free to use. Due to
that, HCI need to assist every common user of any
age, any gender and culture. Even here users no
need to be educated. He may be physically
handicapped. But, still computer should assist user
effectively. In order to do so, computer should not
be like desktop (monitor, keyboard and mouse).
According to the above scenario, HCI should not be
traditional (programming) and it should be more
social (touch, speech and facial expressions) to
understand user emotions. Thereby, social human
computer interaction comes into the picture.
Nass et al. [1] stated that, computers are social
actors. In order to quote the above, an experiment
was conducted between people and computer. In
the experiment, people need to interact with
computer in a social manner. Finally the response
of people is studied. According to that, the people
never felt that they are interaction with machine.
They felt more social and natural. Thus, social HCI

can play important role in social life of a person
than traditional HCI.
Brave and Nass [2] stated that, human
emotions are important to understand to make it
more social. Human to human communication in
social environment is a mixture of words and
emotional expressions together. Emotions are
influencing on human-human communication.
Thus, HCI needs to estimate human emotions to
make more social and comfortable to user.
Picard [3] released a book on ―effective
computing that relates to, arises from or
deliberately influences emotion. In the book, author
discussed about possible abilities of computer as
follows: computer can detect emotions, computer
can express emotions and computer can behave
emotionally depends on what user need. This book
changed the view of computer scientists and made
them to focus on social HCI.
In human-human communication, each person
need to encode and decode his emotions and others
emotions respectively. This may through speech,
facial expressions and body moments. When two
persons are communicating each other, the above
processes used to be in dynamic in nature.
Understanding of one modality may affect the view
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on other modality either positively or negatively.
On the other hand, understanding of one modality
sometimes may create ambiguity to understand
other modality. Thus, encoding and decoding of
multi-sensory is error prone.
In a study about human emotions through
speech and facial expressions by Mehrabian [4], it
is stated that, verbal and non-verbal information of
speech signal conveys 7% and 38% respectively.
On the other hand author also stated that, facial
expressions convey 55% emotional information
than speech signal. Thus, facial expression plays
higher role while dealing with emotions.
Wehrle and Kaiser [5] stated that, facial
expressions of a person have the following roles to
encode
his
emotions
in
human-human
communication as: 1) Speech regulation: according
to the listener‘s reaction or facial expression,
encoder get clear idea to regulate his speech to
convey him clear message. 2) Speech related
signal: while talking, speaker can raise his
eyebrows to support his speech to listener. So that,
listener will get facial signal with verbal data. For
instance, a smile while talking can indicate that,
what is being said is not serious. 3) Signaling for
relationship: when a couple discusses a
controversial topic openly, a smile indicates no
harm to their relationship. 4) Signaling for
cognitive process: while thinking any hard problem,
frowning often occurs. 5) Signaling for emotion: If
a person smile, he may be happy inside. Otherwise,
he wants to convey his message to somebody to
achieve some goal. Silva et al. [6] stated as follows:
1) Speech signal is difficult to understand when
noise exists. 2) Facial expression of an encoder is
difficult to understand while he is speaking. 3)
Dedicated emotions are easy to detect from one
channel instead of all.

(a)

(b)

Figure No 1: (A) Deliberate Sad Facial Expressions (B)
Sad Facial Expressions During Speech

Figure 1 illustrates sad emotion in two cases
namely, deliberate and during speech. In the figure,
sad emotion is different for both deliberate and
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during speech. But, both convey same type of
emotion.
According to the above discussion, it is
concluded that, identification of human emotions
through facial expressions are still a very
challenging field that target methods to make
effective human computer interaction. In order to
deal with the problems, this research work
introduced proposed Relative Sub-Image Based
(RSB) features through facial expressions.
Furthermore, Ekman et al. [7] stated that,
identification of every emotion is not possible.
Instead, this research work focused on list of basic
emotions namely, angry, sad, disgust, fear, happy
and boredom. Finally Support Vector Machine
(SVM) is used for the classification of emotions
through facial expressions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 discusses about related work. Section 3
explains about proposed RSB based features.
Section 4 presents results and discussion and finally
Section 5 gives the conclusion and future work.
2.

RELATED WORK

Feature extraction from facial expressions is
possible in two ways namely geometric based and
appearance based. Geometric based feature
extraction focuses on complete face to extract
emotional data. Whereas to extract emotional
information, the appearance based technique
focuses on facial skin changes likely, winkles and
bulges.
2.1 Geometric Based Method
Lien [8] used wavelet based method for complete
face regarding motion detection. PCA is used to
optimize the data to process in vertical and
horizontal directions. In this case, there is no
guarantee that PCA always gives better accuracy.
Otsuka and Ohya [9] used local regions of eyes and
mouth regarding motion detection. But, the above
techniques contain noise and loss of data problems.
Wang et al. [10] identified geometric
displacements using manual feature points in the
form of lines and dots near to eyes, eyebrows and
mouth to detect emotions. However, this method
failed to predict feature points automatically.
Kaliuby and Robinson [25] applied color plastic
dots to the users face to recognize the facial
muscles clearly. This method gives better accuracy
than previously unused method. However, labeling
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the points manually is not going to be useful for
natural human computer interaction.
Donato et al. [11] subtracted the input image
with the reference image to analyze the face. This
method is only applicable to person dependent
systems which are not suitable for real-time
conditions. Next, the proper normalization
technique is needed to normalize the training
samples to get reference image. Thus, this approach
is not suitable for fully automatic emotion detection
systems.
2.2 Appearance Based Method
Vukadinovic and Pantic [12] used Viola-Jones
algorithm to detect faces and then the face is
subdivided into 20 regions. Next, each region is
tested for region of interest through Gabor
wavelets. Padgett and Cottrell [13] used Kernel
based approach to detect emotion through facial
expression. Here, Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) is used for full face to detect emotions. The
advantage of PCA is fast and simple. Moreover,
PCA provides better accuracy for person dependent
emotion detection system in natural human computer interaction.
Hung-Hsu et al. [14] developed a novel human
facial emotion detection system using angular
radial transform, discrete cosine transform and
Gabor filter. This system contains loss of data due
to filters. Thus, the system cannot provide better
accuracy for real time data. Pentland et al. [15] used
Eigen faces to predict human emotions through
facial expressions. The performance of the Eigen
faces effects due to noise. PCA is used for
dimensionality reduction. Using the PCA, the
emotion detection system is able to give better
accuracy. The complexity of the PCA is directly
proportional to the size of the input file [16].
Furthermore, there is no guarantee that PCA always
gives better accuracy. From the above two, hybrid
technique came into the picture.
Ekman and Friensen [17] introduced facial
action units to predict human facial expressions.
According to this method, human face is divided
into 44 parts and each part is marked with a point
manually. Then according to the moments of these
landmarks, Ekman‘s work predicts human
emotions. He concluded that, compared to other
methods, this method can able to predict more
emotions effectively. But, it is not applicable for
fully automatic systems.
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From the above studies, identification of
emotions through facial expression needs to be
suitable for real time data. While the above
mentioned methods, every method focused on
facial expressions and it‘s experienced emotion in
outside environment. Here no one is focused on
actual meaning of emotion. According to Darwin
theory [7] identification of human facial expression
is helps to understand user emotions towards his
goals. People use facial expressions to express their
feeling to others to reach their goal. Identification
of every human emotion through facial expression
is not possible except basic emotions. Basic
emotions relates to basic needs. Thus, identification
of facial expressions for basic emotions is unique
and easy to predict.
From the above discussion on 2D approach, it
is concluded that no conventional method from the
above approaches is supporting fully automatic
system effectively. According to that, appearance
based approach is used by the proposed research
work in order to implement fully automatic emotion
detection system for real-life conditions. To do so,
the proposed research work used RSB features for
feature extraction. The detailed discussion is given
in the Section 3.
3. PROPOSED APPROACH
Face detection means face prediction in given
input image, if there is any. This is a challenging
task in real time conditions due to the following,
pose and angle of the face can vary due to the
camera position, target face may occluded or close
up to the other objects and lightning problem etc.
Furthermore, face is unique to every person and
same person may look different with eye glasses,
beard and moustache etc. Next, to evaluate the
performance of the face detector in real time, HCI
depends on the following factors: detection speed,
detection accuracy, required training time and
number of training samples etc. Consider the above
mentioned metrics in this research work, Ada-boost
based face detector by Viola and Jones [13] is used.
The face detector uses cascade of sample classifier
at early stage to filter out most negative samples
and then uses strong classifiers to dealing with
instances that look like faces.
Identification of human emotions is practically
difficult, since most of the emotions are close to
each other. However, basic emotions are common
to every culture. Thus, basic emotions are easy to
distinguish. Ekman [18] suggested 6 basic emotions
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which can be identified easily. Now the problem is
how to classify adjacent emotion which is close to
each other. In this case, angry, surprise and disgust
are adjacent to each other. In order to deal with the
above, the proposed feature extraction is needed.
Facial expressions are fast in nature. Let‘s consider
a video file of length 8 seconds which is shown in
Figure 2.

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

Jones algorithm to detect human face from input
video. In this case, the input video is in MPEG
format, and contains 30 frames per second. For
each second in the video, middle frame is used for
Viola-Jones algorithm to detect face which is
illustrated in Figure 4. The detected face is cropped
and resized for segmentation.

Figure No 4: Face Detection And Cropping
Figure No 2: Video File Of 8 Seconds Duration

This video contains both speech and facial
expressions. Let‘s consider facial expressions in the
single file. This file contains one emotion angry and
neutral class which is shown in Figure 3. Here,
almost every second, the emotion of that person
changes from one class to another. This change is
not random in nature. This change is completely
depends on state diagram of Plutchik emotional
circle [19].

Next is image segmentation. In this stage, the
image is segmented into 5×5. So, there are a total
25 segments. Each segment contains 100×100 size
which is shown in Figure 5.

Figure No 5: Face Segmentation

This is done using an image segment function
in Matlab. The way of segmenting is robust to
every image. After segmenting save the segmented
images separately. Next, compute the average of
each segmented image. In this case, this average is
done in RGB [24] separately for each sub-image
which is shown in Figure 6. Thus, each sub-image
creates 3 values from RGB segments. This step
provides normalized data.

Figure No 3: Different Types Of Emotions In A Single
Video File

Algorithm for Relative
Features (RSB) [24]:

Sub-Image

Based

Step 1. Read image.
Step 2. Divide input image into sub-images.
Step 3. Calculate average of each sub-image is
using pixel intensities.
Step 4. Calculate relative difference between
each sub-image to its edge cent sub-images.
In order to detect human emotions when user is
engaged in conversational sessions, the system
needs to estimate emotions in a short amount of
time. In addition, human facial expressions are fast
in nature. Thus, identification of human emotions
through facial expressions should be fast. From the
above discussion, the proposed system used Viola-

Figure No 6: Average Of Pixel Intensities

Finally, the computation of edge difference
between every two sub-images through all possible
combinations is done using Equation (1).

Figure No 7: Models Of RGB

Difference =

(1)

Next, a RGB model is made using the edge
difference between them which is shown in Figure
7. This helps to discriminate the facial expressions
between them.
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(a)

(b)

Figure No 8: (A) Relative Sub-Imaged Based Features,
(B) Classification

(

25

Furthermore, the data vector contains 300

C2 ) elements which is shown in Figure 8 (a).

This vector goes to SVM classifier as an input or
detecting emotions which is shown in Figure 8 (b).
These RBS coefficients contain no loss of data
compared to the PCA and Gaussian wavelet. The
complexity of RSB features in the worst case is
(
). The proposed RSB uses pixel intensities to
process the data which is similar to human
observation in real-life conditions. It is also can
able to discriminate adjacent emotions. For
instance, human-human or human-computer
communication is a mixture of deliberate and nondeliberate emotions. Angry and disgust are adjacent
emotions. In order to predict these two emotional
classes through facial expressions during speech is
difficult for unimodal emotion detection systems. In
this case, the proposed RSB features are suitable to
deal with the problem.
Classification: Support vector machine (SVM)
[20] is a popular classifier, which not only works
properly with the known data, but also able to work
well on unknown data. The main idea behind this
SVM is to take a few class means as a typical
model, and assess the contribution to split the cases
as far away as possible. This is done through
training. According to the statistical learning
theory, larger margin always has a better ability to
separate two classes in the SVM classifier. Here,
the radial basis kernel is used to keep complex data
in higher dimension space. Furthermore, the
performance of the classifier depends on the type of
kernel used in the system. Furthermore, in SVM,
Gradient descent optimization algorithm is used,
due to its less complex in nature. But, using this,
perimeter C-value need to pick manually. Next,
convergence is slow here compared with other
optimization algorithms.
Database: The Database of Facial Expressions
(DaFEx) [21] is a database of acted one, which is
created by professional actors from Italy (4 males
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and 4 females). The database is suitable for
unimodal and bimodal system through speech and
facial expressions. It contains 1000 video samples,
and each sample of 4 or 27 seconds duration. Next,
the samples are divided into two parts namely, with
speech and without speech. Further, the samples are
divided into 6 classes of emotions, namely angry,
disgust, fear, happy, sad and surprise. Every
emotion is expressed in three intensities namely,
high medium and lower. Here, each sample in the
database labeled with the help of 80 observers.
Thus, this is a suitable database for real time
applications.
4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The DaFEx database contains video samples with
utterance and without utterance. Here, nonutterance one is used for training and testing. 300
facial poses for each emotional class are extracted
manually and used for the training class. Next,
identification of face and perimeter vector was done
with the help of Viola-Jones algorithm and
proposed Relative Sub-images Based feature,
respectively. At this moment, two similar copies of
training data were maintained for person dependent
and person independent test. Furthermore, SVM
with radial basis kernel is used for the
classification. Here, the classification between six
classes of emotions with neutral class is done using
one against all approach. 10-fold cross validation is
used for system validation.
Procedure of the experiment: Step 1: Initially the
training set of facial expressions is used as a set of
annotated images, which is created by detecting and
cropping the face in the training set. This process is
done with the help of Viola-Jones algorithm to
create a basic model to detect facial expressions
from input image.
Step 2: Create training data with the help of RSB
features from facial expressions.
Step 3: Train the SVM classifier in order to detect
emotions.
Step 4: Finally detect input emotions from video
through facial expressions.
4.1 Emotion Detection through Deliberate Facial
Expressions
Table No 1: Dafex Database Without Utterance

Angry
150

Disgust
150

Fear
150

Happy
150

Person Dependent Test:
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Sad
150

Surprise
150

Neutral
150
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Table No 2: Comparison Between Conventional Features
with proposed RSB

Angry
Disgust
Fear
Happy
Sad
Surprise
Neutral
Average

PCA
(%)

Gaussian
Wavelet
(%)

Proposed
RSB
(%)

85
70
82
81
80
75
75
78.28

83
75
80
87
83
73
79
80

90
83
88
90
90
83
90
87.71

Figure No 9: Comparison Between Conventional
Features With Proposed RSB

Table 1 shows the size of the database. The
database contains a total of 1050 samples, 150
samples in each class. From that 90% of samples is
used for training and regaining 10% samples are
used for testing. Table 2 shows the comparison
between the performance of the proposed RSB
features with other conventional (PCA and
Gaussian Wavelet) methods through deliberate
facial expressions. Identification of angry emotion
is easy through facial expressions. Due to that,
angry emotional class achieved better classification
accuracy than other emotional classes.
On the other hand, this angry emotional class
achieved 90% classification accuracy using
proposed
RSB
features
through
SVM.
Identification of disgust and surprise emotions is
difficult through facial expressions. Facial
expressions of sad and disgust look similar to each
other. On the other hand, a facial expression of
surprise and fear looks similar to each other. Due to
that, these both disgust and surprise emotional
classes achieved less accuracy than other emotional
classes. But, proposed RSB achieved 83% and 83%
accuracy for disgust and surprise emotions which is
higher than conventional methods.
Furthermore, happy and sad emotional classes
are easy to predict through facial expressions.
Because, these two emotions are affect more
number of facial muscles than other emotional
expressions. Here also, proposed RSB achieved
90% and 90% accuracy for happy and sad emotions
which is higher than the other conventional
methods. On the other hand, the proposed RSB
features achieved total average accuracy 87.71%
which is higher. Total average accuracy of
proposed RSB achieved better than conventional
features which is also illustrated in Figure 9. Table
3, 4 and 5 shows confusion matrix for person
dependent emotion detection through deliberate
facial expressions of PCA, Gaussian wavelet and
proposed RSB respectively.

According to the above, angry emotional class
confused with disgust emotion vice versa. Fear
emotional class confused with happy emotion vice
versa. Sad and surprise emotional class confused
with fear class. However, the proposed RSB feature
extraction affected less and achieved a higher
recognition rate than conventional methods.
From the above confusion matrices in Table 3,
4 and 5, it is concluded that proposed feature can
able to detect emotion better than the rest.
Person Independent Test:
Identification of emotions in real time scenario,
input mostly used to be unknown and new. In order
to handle this issue, the person independent
classification is needed. Here also, the same
database which is shown in Table 1 is used for
training and testing. But, different actors used for
training and testing.
Table 6 shows the confusion matrix for a
person independent approach using RSB. Here also
like Table 5, angry and disgust emotions confused
each other and achieved 83% and 75% accuracy
respectively. Similarly like above, fear and happy
again confused and achieved 82% and 85%
accuracy respectively.
In the other hand, Sad and surprise confused
with happy emotion and achieved 83% and 78%
accuracy
respectively.
Thus,
the
person
independent classification also got similar problem
like person dependent approach while classifying
data. Furthermore, the accuracy of the person
independent system is less compared to the person
dependent system. This was done due to the unseen
pattern identification problem. However, SVM is a
better classifier to handle this problem. Finally,
RSB performed better than conventional features in
both
person
independent
and
dependent
approaches.
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4.2

Facial

Emotion Detection Through
Expressions During Speech

Table 7 shows a DaFEx database during speech.
Similarly like Table 1, here also each class contains
150 samples. All these samples are confirmed to the
particular emotional classes with the help of a
group of observers. From that, 90% and 10%
samples are used for training and testing,
respectively.
Angry
150

Table No 7: Dafex Database During Speech
Disgust
150

Fear
150

Happy
150

Sad
150

Surprise
150

Neutral
150

Person Dependent Test:
Table No 8: Comparison between conventional features
with proposed RSB

Angry
Disgust
Fear
Happy
Sad
Surprise
Neutral
Average

PCA
(%)

Gaussian
Wavelet
(%)

Proposed
RSB
(%)

63
58
66
60
58
55
50
58.57

61
58
66
62
61
50
55
59

85
73
83
85
85
78
88
82.42
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Figure No 10: Comparison Between Conventional
Features With Proposed RSB

Person Independent Test:
Table 11 shows the confusion matrix for the
proposed RSB. Similarly like person dependent
classification, here also neutral achieved 87%
higher accuracy than other emotional classes. Next
disgust and surprise, emotions confused more with
neutral class.
It is due to the problem with facial expressions
during speech. The average accuracy of person
independent test is less than person dependent test.
However, proposed features still performed better
than conventional features.

In Table 8, neutral class achieved higher accuracy
of 88% using proposed RSB features. This is done
due to the problem of facial expressions with
utterance. On the other hand, proposed RSB
achieved better accuracy for angry, fear, happy and
sad than conventional features at 85%, 83%, 85%
and 85% respectively.
Finally, the proposed RSB features also
achieved higher average accuracy of 82.42% than
conventional features which is also illustrated in
Figure 10. In Table 9, every emotion mostly
confused with neutral emotion and less confused
with other emotional classes.
This is due to the adjacent nature between the
emotions which already discussed in Chapter 3.
Furthermore, neutral emotion confused with every
other class of emotions. It’s due to nature of neutral
class which already discussed in Chapter 3.

Furthermore, Table 12 compares both
unimodal emotion detection systems through facial
expression with utterance and without utterance,
respectively. According to Table 12, the
performance of the facial expression without
utterance is higher while comparing with facial
expression with utterance. Thus, the deliberate
facial expression plays a major role. In order to
overcome the above problem, observation of facial
cures, namely; eyes, eyelids and lips helps to get
improved accuracy. However, this is going to make
a system semi-automatic. On the other hand, this
increases system complexity. In order to deal with
the above, another option is to provide a large
amount of training data which can help to achieve
better accuracy but, practically this is difficult.
Table 4.13 shows the comparison with
proposed work with [22]. Simina et al. [22] used
wavelet transform in order to estimate space
frequency of input image. Daubechies wavelets are
used to estimate emotions. SVM classifier is used.
All the experiments were conducted using CohnKanade database database. This work is not able to
deal with adjacent emotions. However, proposed
work achieved better accuracy than the
conventional approach.
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Similarly like above, Table 4.13 also shows
comparison between proposed work with [26] and
[27]. Classification is done with the help of SVM
through radial basis kernel. Here also, this work is
not able to deal with adjacent emotions. However,
proposed approach showed better accuracy.
According to Table 4.13, it is concluded that the
proposed work performs well not only with DaFEx
database, but also with other databases (CohnKanade database).
5.

CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK

The presented work provides ability to the
computer to estimate user emotions on real-life
conditions. It also provides fully automatic
applicability through social cues. Furthermore, the
proposed system predicts emotions not only for
known person, but also for unknown person
effectively. Future work need to focus on many
issues about both unimodal and bimodal systems.
The proposed RSB feature has lighting problem.
The simple solution for this problem might be
texture features. From the experiments, it is
indicated that, performance of the system is less
while dealing with real-life conditions. Regarding
this issue, it might be better to have speech
modality in order to deal with the problem. On the
other hand, labeling of that training data is another
open challenge. Furthermore, in the future it is
better to increase number of emotional classes. So
that, computer can understand user better.
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APPENDEX
Actual
/Predicted
Angry
Disgust
Fear
Happy
Sad
Surprise
Neutral

Table No 3: Confusion Matrix Of PCA

Angry
(%)
85
10
1
2
3
0
9

Disgust
(%)
6
70
0
0
1
2
4

Fear
(%)
1
0
82
10
9
9
2

Happy
(%)
0
0
1
81
0
1
1

Sad
(%)
2
10
0
0
80
4
5

Surprise
(%)
0
1
7
0
0
75
3

Neutral
(%)
6
9
9
7
7
9
75

Table No 4: Confusion Matrix Of Gabor Wavelet

Actual
/Predicted
Angry
Disgust
Fear
Happy
Sad
Surprise
Neutral

Angry
(%)
83
17
0
3
3
0
5

Disgust
(%)
5
75
0
0
2
0
4

Fear
(%)
3
2
80
6
8
8
5

Happy
(%)
0
0
3
87
0
3
2

Sad
%)
3
1
2
0
83
6
3

Surprise
(%)
0
1
8
1
0
73
2

Table No 5: Confusion Matrix Of Proposed RSB Features

Actual
/Predicted
Angry
Disgust
Fear
Happy
Sad
Surprise
Neutral

Angry
(%)
90
3
0
0
0
0
2

Disgust
(%)
1
83
0
0
1
0
1

Fear
(%)
0
0
88
0
0
2
1

Happy
(%)
0
0
0
90
0
0
2

Sad
(%)
0
0
0
0
90
1
1

Surprise
(%)
0
0
2
0
1
83
3

Neutral
(%)
6
4
7
3
4
10
79

Neutral
(%)
9
14
10
10
8
14
90

Table No 6: Confusion Matrix For Proposed RSB

Actual
/Predicted
Angry
Disgust
Fear
Happy
Sad
Surprise
Neutral

Angry
(%)
83
5
0
0
0
0
4

Disgust
(%)
2
75
0
0
1
0
1

Fear
(%)
0
0
82
0
0
2
2

Happy
(%)
0
0
0
85
0
0
2

Sad
(%)
0
0
0
0
83
2
3

Surprise
(%)
0
0
3
1
3
78
2

Table No 10: Confusion Matrix For Proposed RSB

Actual
/Predicted
Angry
Disgust
Fear
Happy
Sad
Surprise
Neutral

Angry
(%)
85
8
0
0
0
0
1

Disgust
(%)
1
73
0
0
1
0
2

Fear
(%)
0
0
83
0
0
1
1

622

Happy
(%)
0
0
0
85
0
0
4

Sad
(%)
0
0
0
0
85
5
1

Surprise
(%)
0
0
3
0
3
78
3

Neutral
(%)
15
20
15
14
13
18
86

Neutral
(%)
14
19
14
15
11
16
88
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Table No 11: Confusion Matrix For Proposed RSB

Actual
/Predicted
Angry
Disgust
Fear
Happy
Sad
Surprise
Neutral

Angry
(%)
80
9
0
2
0
0
2

Disgust
(%)
5
70
0
0
3
0
2

Fear
(%)
0
0
79
0
0
2
3

Happy
(%)
0
0
0
81
0
0
3

Sad
(%)
0
0
0
0
78
2
2

Surprise
(%)
0
0
6
0
1
75
1

Neutral
(%)
15
21
15
17
18
21
87

Table No 12: Comparison Between Emotion Detection Through Facial Expressions With Speech And Without Speech
Without utterance
(%)
With utterance (%)

Angry
83

Disgust
75

Fear
82

Happy
85

Sad
83

Surprise
78

Neutral
86

80

70

79

81

78

75

87

Table 4.13: Comparison with proposed work with conventional work using Cohn-Kanade database
Author

Features

Database

Classifier

Accuracy (%)

Philipp et al. [27]

Facial feature

Cohn-Kanad

SVM with RBF kernel

71.8

locations

database

Wavelet transform

Cohn-Kanad

SVM with RBF kernel

90.7

SVM with RBF kernel

86.12

SVM with RBF kernel

96.2

Emerich et al. [22]

database
Caifeng et al. [26]

Proposed work

LBP and Template

Cohn-Kanad

matching

database

RSB

Cohn-Kanad
database
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